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ABSTRACT
If “studying up,” or researching powerful actors in a social system,
can offer insight into the workings and effects of power in social
systems, this paper argues that “designing up” will give researchers
and designers a tool to intervene. This paper offers a conception
of “designing up,” applies the structure of Value Sensitive Design
(VSD) to accomplish it, and submits an example of a tool designed
to support ethical sensitivity, especially particularization and judgment. The designed artifact is a field guide for ethical mitigation
strategies that uses tool profiles and filters to aid machine learning
(ML) engineers as they build understanding of an ethical issue they
have recognized and as they match the particulars of their problem
to a technical ethical mitigation. This guide may broaden its users’
awareness of potential ethical issues, important features of ethical
issues and their mitigations, and the breadth of available mitigations. Additionally, it may encourage ethical sensitivity in future
ML projects. Feedback from ML engineers and technology ethics
researchers rendered several usability improvements and ideas for
future development. The tool can be found at: https://ml-ethicstool.web.app/.
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Machine learning (ML)-driven software is often built to support
one party as they make decisions about others. Power differentials
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are common between the decision-maker and decision-subject, for
example in medicine (including genomic, diagnostic, and mental
health data [16, 19, 48]), law enforcement (including crime prediction and parole evaluations [2, 31]), employment (including hiring
and evaluation [49]) and credit [49]. As AI systems proliferate, existing power relationships over who can get on an airplane [22],
who gets laid off or promoted [49], and other decisions we allow
one party to make about another will be informed, mediated, and
legitimated by technology. Unfair, opaque, and invasive machine
learning (ML) sometimes results from (e.g., [56]), and other times
simply reifies (e.g., [16]) existing power dynamics in social systems.
Researchers and designers have developed interventions into
training data, algorithms, or results to reduce bias, improve accountability and transparency, and reduce privacy risks (e.g.[28, 38,
41, 63].) Governments, organizations, researchers, and advocates
have designed policies, ML techniques, educational campaigns, and
other technologies to be used by a variety of actors to reduce harm,
liability, and to protect these human values for their own sake
(e.g.[25, 28, 32, 53]).
The diversity of these interventions designed to mitigate harm
in ML is evidence of a promising attention to ethics throughout
the ML ecosystems and at many moments along the development
pipeline, targeting a variety of people and using different definitions
of and legitimations for the values they aim to protect. Empowering citizens and data subjects to try to protect themselves with
education, browser plug-ins, and the ability to opt out is important,
but leaving it up to individuals isn’t enough: it puts pressure on
the people with the least power in that circumstance; requires the
education, coordination, and action of a very large group of people;
and is limited in its scope of effect. A wide-net, “yes, and” approach
to ML ethics will improve the chances that we catch and mitigate
any given novel threat.
For example, in order to meaningfully disrupt the larger practice
of surreptitious, extensive data collection and the use of that data
to build ML algorithms that serve ads in a sometimes biased and
harmful way [58], a huge number of users would have to install a
browser plug-in. Designing a browser to block tracking by default
is one way of intervening upstream: one design decision affects the
privacy of many people. Alternatively, a designer could build tools
for algorithm developers, supporting decisions to circumvent or
reduce the harm of pervasive tracking and biased advertising for
users, recognizing that design practices can support ethical reflection and intervention [57]. This paper proposes and demonstrates
a method for designing for high-power actors in the social system
surrounding ML, far upstream from users, enabling and encouraging them to mitigate risks for low-power actors. This is "designing
up;" rather than designing a tool that can be used by lower-power
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people to protect themselves, it’s designing a tool that can be used
by high-power, upstream actors to make choices that protect many.
The designed tool can be found at https://ml-ethics-tool.web.app/
I employ Value Sensitive Design [29] to the project of designing
up for machine learning engineers: explicitly defending the values of lower-power actors while designing a field guide to support
machine learning engineers as they build an understanding of a
potential ethical issue in their work and decide whether and how to
act on it. I used ethical sensitivity [11] to operationalize the activities of building understanding as "particularization" and deciding
how to act as "judgment." Using conceptual and empirical investigations, I identified key aspects of fit between ethical problems and
mitigation tools. Then, I designed a search tool that allows engineers to search using these key aspects of fit. I hope this tool will
make it easier and more efficient for ML engineers to understand
and address ethical problems in their work and introduce ML engineers, educators, students, managers, and researchers to the broad
range of ethical ML research and design. The tool can be filtered by
key aspects of the ethical problem and its technical context; each
mitigation strategy has a profile that describes in more detail key
features and links to content sought by engineers; and users can
participate and expand the project by suggesting edits, submitting
tool profiles, or forking the project. It targets key harms created or
propagated by ML– including privacy threats, outcome unfairness,
procedural unfairness, lack of diversity, and lack of transparency–
and intervenes with high-power actors who are upstream enough
to mitigate harm.

1

BACKGROUND

The aims and methods of this project were inspired by “designing up,” structured by ethical sensitivity (especially particularization and judgment), and accomplished using value sensitive design
(VSD).

1.1

Designing Up

Laura Nader encouraged anthropologists to not only study groups
that are lower power in a social system, but also those in middleand high-power positions. She notes that people with high power
in social systems have broad public impact and responsibility [47].
If we replace her phrases relating to "studying” with "designing”
and apply the discussion of people with high institutional power to
those who build, sell, and use algorithms, we can repurpose some
of her motivation as a call to action for designers in the age of
proliferating and powerful algorithms:
“the quality of life and our lives themselves my depend
on the extent to which [designers intervene with]
those who shape [socially-consequential algorithms]
and actually control [their design, implementation,
and use]. The [practice of design] is confronted with
an unprecedented situation– never before have so few,
by their actions and inactions, had the power of live
and death over so many members of the species.”
Nader says that studying those in power in social systems allows
us to “flip” our questions: “Instead of asking why some people are
poor, we would ask why other people are so affluent?” This allows
us to understand and critique power in social systems. Studying up
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has had a significant impact on the field of anthropology [33] and
has informed the study of technologists [55]. Designing up is not a
method, but an orientation. It is not opposed, but complementary
to other methods, movements, and values: a person can design up
for accessibility, fairness, transparency, intersectional justice, or
trans rights. They can use any of a variety of design methods to
do so. It is also not a replacement for, but a complement to other
design orientations: we want to recruit, but not rely on powerful
actors to change the world for the better.
In FAccT, Barabas et al. argued for an analogous reorientation
in data science [3]. In their case study, they executed a similar
flip: rather than studying re-offense risk of prospective parolees (a
project noted for its racial bias [2]), they focus on judges and judicial
culture. They argue that data scientists who study up “could lay
the foundation for more robust forms of accountability and deeper
understandings of the structural factors that produce undesirable
social outcomes via algorithmic systems.”
This project echoes the call for designing up using data science,
and extends it to designing for data science development, answering
the call for supports for ethical algorithm design that are integrated
into technologists’ workflows and adaptable to organizational and
industry contexts [21, 44]. Inspired by Irani’s encouragement to use
design to intervene “upstream” from harm [39, 40], I will use Value
Sensitive Design (VSD) [29] to design a tool for data scientists
and ML engineers to make it easier for them to employ ethical
mitigations. VSD includes empirical investigations, which allow us
to study up– with the aim of better understanding the workings
of power in the design of influential technologies– and technical
investigations that will let us design up– with the goal of intervening
in the early stages of ML development.

1.2

Ethical Sensitivity

To reduce harms to fairness, privacy, and accountability from ML
algorithms, this project aims to help ML engineers understand
the particulars of and make decisions about the potential ethical
problems in their work.
To operationalize these goals, I use the ethical sensitivity (ES)
framework [11, 62]. ES describes a worker, focused on the technical
aspects of their task, who experiences a paradigm shift (recognition)
when they realize their task may be ethically consequential. They
reflect and seek information about their situation: the particulars
of the circumstances, opinions of relevant actors, stakeholder interests, relevant internal or external standards, resources, options,
consequences of their options, and the relationship between the
potential ethical issue and their own responsibilities (this stage is
called particularization). Using what they learned, they formulate,
select, and execute a judgment. Ethical sensitivity has been used to
understand and intervene in many professions for decades [11, 62],
and has recently been used to describe the ethical behavior or ML
engineers [12]. FAccT has demonstrated interest in ethical reflection
among technology’s designers and builders [6]; ethical sensitivity
offers an option for conceptualizing and operationalizing it. This
study extends the work on ethical sensitivity among technologists
and uses ethical sensitivity as a guide for design.
This project focuses on the second and third activities: after a
worker recognizes and ethical issue and begins the search for a
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mitigation tool, their goal may be direct (to make a judgment) but
in order to select an effective mitigation tool, they must have an
understanding of (at least) the features of the ethical problem and
candidate mitigation tools. These details, and the appropriateness
of the mitigation tool features for the problem features, are what
I’ll refer to as “fit” throughout this paper. This project investigates
worker needs: what features of fit matter when evaluating options?
What features are nice to have, but not essential? What elements
of work context matter when seeking fit?
Particularization and judgment are not linear stages– a workers often make developmental judgments, seek more information,
and re-evaluate [51]. However, analytically separating information
seeking and reflection from the decisions they support will help us
understand where framing of interventions should aim to help engineers with building understanding (e.g., informative messaging)
or decision-making (e.g., persuasive messaging).
1.2.1 Particularization. Past work has observed ML engineers as
they reflect and seek information about many types of “particulars"
[12]. Just as in other industries [62], particularization is broad. It
can include external information and internal beliefs about features
of the circumstance, the stakeholders, the ethical issue(s), options,
resources, and consequences. This design project aims to directly
support a key activity within particularization: seeking information
about options.
Of course, types of particulars are interrelated. For example, in
order to find an option, a person must understand some aspects of
fit (e.g. do I need something that mitigates bias in performance or
outcomes? Do I need to have groups labeled?) and identify the features of their problem and prospective options to see whether they
are suited. In order to evaluate fit, they must be able to predict consequences of each option; identify needed and available resources;
and define (at least intuitively) success, failure, and acceptable risks.
As part of empirical investigations, this project observes and
accounts for broad particularization among engineers who have
recently become aware of an ethical issue and engineers engaged
in the more narrow task of seeking options.
1.2.2 Judgment. Rest’s foundational work describing what was
then called “moral sensitivity” informs my conceptualization of
judgment. He identifies three activities: “formulating the morally
ideal course of action; deciding what one actually intends to do; or
executing and implementing what one intends to do" [52].
The “moral ideal” in Rest’s definition is subjective– it is ideal to
the person making the judgment– but the involvement of a subjective moral ideal has implications for this study. This paper focuses
on identifying ML engineers’ intentions, but necessarily remains
aware that some may prefer to report what they see as the moral
ideal to a researcher; that in a real work situation, organizational
and interpersonal factors may influence engineers’ perceptions,
options, and intentions; and that their perspective or options could
change as they attempt to execute a decision. Therefore, although
the affordances of the final design focus on presenting options and
features of fit, the interface also supports two secondary goals: education about the variety of conceptions of “morally ideal” courses of
action and about tools to facilitate execution in real work settings.
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2

DESIGN PROBLEM

Imagine you are an ML engineer and you have recognized a potential ethical issue at work. Maybe you noticed different predictions
among demographic groups in your model. You decide to learn
more, so you search for a popular fairness toolkit that was recommended to you.
On the website, you find links to code, tutorials, a paper, videos,
and more. You scroll until you find options for identifying bias
in ML algorithms (labeled for example, “Equal Opportunity difference: The difference of true positive rates between the unprivileged
and privileged groups;” “Mahalanobis Distance: The average Mahalanobis distance between the samples from the two datasets;” and
“Manhattan Distance: the average Manhattan distance between the
samples from the two datasets”) and options for bias mitigation
algorithms (labeled for example, “Reweighing: Use to mitigate bias
in training data. Modifies the weights of different training examples”
and “Disparate Impact Remover: Use to mitigate bias in training
data. Edits feature values to improve group fairness.”) Clicking
on any of these options brings you to a GitHub page with welldocumented code that you can download and start working with
right away.
This is undoubtedly a useful resource: it offers all of the features
that participants pointed to as desirable: code, tutorials, and videos.
However, it may be difficult to navigate without a highly particularized understanding of the circumstance, resources, options, and
consequences you are facing. If you are not familiar with what
a “Manhattan Distance” is, the fact that you can determine the
Manhattan distance between two distributions isn’t likely to help
you decide whether that is the mitigation you need. Perhaps you
notice a technique that claims to improve group fairness, and you
start to implement it, only to realize that it works only for groups
that are explicitly defined by a feature in the data, which you can’t
accomplish with your data.
The goal of this project is to help machine learning engineers
quickly build the understanding necessary to select an appropriate
technical intervention and surface key aspects of fit to support
judgment. This paper describes a Value Sensitive Design study
aimed at developing a guide to ethical mitigations that considers the
needs and practices of machine learning engineers while supporting
the interests of lower-power stakeholders.

3

DESIGN

Value Sensitive Design uses iterative conceptual, technical, and
empirical methods to develop designs that reflect the values of key
stakeholders. This section describes how I used Value Sensitive
Design to “design up" for higher-power actors in ML and to meet
the following design goals:
(1) Enhance users’ ability to recognize, particularize, and make
judgments about technical mitigations for known ethical
problems in training data.
(2) Improve awareness of existing and new technical interventions among practitioners and researchers.
(3) Empower trainers, educators, and leaders in ML with structured and restructurable information about technical interventions for ethical concerns in training data
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(4) Achieve above design goals while minimizing interruption
to ML engineers’ work practices
These design goals were developed during conceptual investigations.

3.1

Conceptual Investigations

To identify design goals, I conducted a stakeholder analysis. The impacts of machine learning on stakeholders is a well-studied problem:
I read research articles about potential problems and harms in ML
[5, 54, 56], their measurement [1, 10, 13, 14, 24, 42, 45, 58, 60], values
and operationalizing them [25–27, 35, 36, 61], and interventions,
their motivations, and impacts [8, 9, 15, 18, 20, 28, 41, 64]. I also
included some papers about generalized Artificial Intelligence, after
noting that some machine learning is done to support the development of future general intelligence [34, 59]. I identified stakeholder
groups and used the literature to list potential benefits and harms
a guide for ML engineers could have for each, values implicated
by the potential benefits and harms, and potential value conflicts
among stakeholders (see: Supplementary Material). I also retained
any paper that described an ethical mitigation strategy in a list so
that they could be included in the ML Ethics tool.
ML engineers, their managers, and educators are the direct stakeholders: they will be using the system. However, the people whose
interests are under threat by unethical ML are the people downstream. For the purposes of designing up, I considered direct stakeholders needs in terms of usability, and adoptability– optional tools
won’t be used if they are uninteresting, difficult to navigate, or
worse than the existing solution– but chose to prioritize reducing
risks to the vulnerable, low-power actors in the system, namely data
subjects, citizens, future citizens, and underrepresented groups.
Prioritizing values of lower-power stakeholders in a design for
higher-power ones requires a similar "flip" to the ones used by
Nader and Barabas et al. [3, 47] It prompts a switch from a defensive posture (encouraging people to protect themselves: read the
privacy policy, install an extension, don’t use that service) to an
offensive one, in which we encourage engineers to catch and deal
with potential threats. This guided the selection of ethical sensitivity as a framework and its support as a design goal. Past work in
ethical sensitivity with ML engineers suggests that ML engineers
may largely be ethically sensitive, may not see the recognition of
ethical issues to be part of their responsibility, but respond well to
signals that ethics is part of the task at hand. An ethical field guide,
especially if used by others in their organization or occupation, can
serve as such a signal, much like Datasheets seem to [12].
Holstein et al. identified several disconnects between the needs
of ML engineers and the offerings of ML fairness research in 2018
[37] that helped me decide to use a series of filters. Holstein et al.
identified a lack of tools about data collection (alongside a desire
among engineers to intervene in data collection and curation),
workers’ concerns about their own blind spots about sources of
unfairness, needs for proactive and holistic auditing tools, and
challenges around addressing problems once they’ve been detected.
Before undertaking the empirical work, I conducted nine pilot
interviews with ML engineers and data scientists aimed at understanding their existing training data workflows. I used this information along with another interview study focusing on the needs
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of ML engineers in industry [37] to form my understanding of their
perspectives and practices and to guide the development of the
empirical work.

3.2

Empirical Investigations

I targeted empirical investigations to collect three kinds of data:
reports about how participants understood their particularization
habits in the context of their occupational and organizational environment; observations of how participants particularized when
first presented with ethically problematic data; and observations
of participants seeking options for how to move forward. To those
ends, I either asked participants direct questions about particularization in their workplace, asked them to particularize on their own
(with no guide), asked them about a draft in development, or asked
them to particularize using a popular AI Fairness toolkit available
online. Table 1 shows how participants were distributed among
these activities.
23 machine learning engineers participated. They had between
a few months and 15 years experience with machine learning (an
average of three years). One volunteer, two ML managers, eight
students, and 12 ML workers participated. Two worked or wanted to
work primarily in academia, 15 worked or wanted to work primarily
in industry, two expressed interest in working in both, and four
were unclear or unsure. Participants were recruited from a ML
meetup group the author attends (6), referral from other participants
(7), and several internet forums (/r/machinelearning, /r/artificial,
/r/datascience, and hackernews.com). Participants needed to be 18
years or older and consider themselves data scientists, machine
learning engineers, or people who worked with training data, data
science, or ML algorithms.
3.2.1 Questions. Twelve participants were asked direct questions
about what information they would look for and from where. Questions included:
(1) Have you ever encountered an ethical issue in your work?
What did you do?
(2) Where would you go for information if you weren’t sure
about the ethics of something, or to decide what to do?
(3) What sources for information about ethical issues and interventions do you trust?
3.2.2 Particularizing without a tool. Eleven participants were asked
to particularize on their own with the following prompt after discussing a facial recognition dataset intended to be used to identify
thieves. I gave participants the following prompt: "For the next step,
I’ll ask you to imagine that after a few weeks of working with this
data, you and your team noticed that there were a lot more men
than women and that there were some skin tones not represented
well in the data." I asked them to think aloud as they decided what
to do next and indicated they could use the internet or any of their
own resources.
The goals of this task was to observe the information, sources,
and types participants would search for given unguided access to
web resources. If they engaged in reflection, what did they reflect
about? What kinds of examples, legitimations, beliefs, and preferences do they rely on when building an understanding of the
problem and working toward a judgment? This open-ended task
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Table 1: Empirical Investigations and Participants
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4

FINDINGS

This section reviews the findings from conceptual and empirical
investigations and how they were integrated in the technical investigations. For reference, screenshots of the designed artifact are
included in Supplementary material, or you can interact with the
tool at https://ml-ethics-tool.web.app/.

4.1

Conceptual Results

Based on the stakeholder analysis, I defined several supported values and wrote working conceptualizations for them.
allowed me to collect data about particularization in general among
machine learning engineers.
3.2.3 Particularization with draft. The original plan for the empirical investigations was to iteratively develop a draft, giving participants prototypes as the design developed. In practice, however,
I found that the low fidelity and narrowly-scoped drafts I was
able to produce between sessions didn’t generate meaningful data
about their utility for particularization. Three participants used a
draft until I determined that I could instead get particularization
information by asking participants to use an existing, thorough,
high-fidelity toolkit.
3.2.4 Particularization with toolkit. Six participants were asked to
search for a mitigation for a fairness problem in the facial recognition data using an existing toolkit. The goal of this task was to
identify barriers to search, salient or sought for features of mitigation candidates, and types of information they sought about
mitigation candidates. This task collected more specific data about
search practices around options.

3.3

Technical

The technical investigations integrated findings from empirical and
conceptual investigations (see: Section 4 into an filterable guide to
ethical mitigation strategies.
Instead of making an inexpert prototype myself, I hired a professional programmer who had experience in free and open source
software, web application development, and ML. Because of his specialized knowledge in ML technology and the cultural background
of engineering, he also ended up serving in a role similar to that
of an informant: he offered valuable technical and usability insight
to the prototype based on his experience with the ML community.
Notably, he helped me phrase my filter categories more clearly. For
example, I had mitigation strategies classified by “group” (including “detect,” “mitigate," “plan,” and “report”) and ethical issues. He
encouraged rewrite the filters as phrases, like “My objective is to:
detect ethical issues in my model,” or “mitigate an existing harm.”
"My ethical concern is: reducing unjust discriminatory outcomes,”
or “ensuring equal performance across subsets.” The result of hiring this programmer is a prototype that is competently built, an
interface that is legible to people in the community, and code that
is comprehensible to people who would like to contribute to the
open source project. 1
1 https://github.com/bsmith418/ml-ethics-tool

Usability: the designed artifact should accomplish its other
goals with minimal disruption to existing practices.
Productivity: the artifact should allow workers to accomplish
as much or more work with the artifact as they did without it for a
similar amount of time and effort.
Adaptability: the artifact’s structure and components should
be able to be updated as technology and practices change; the
artifact’s structure and components should be able to be tailored to
suit particular situations; the artifact’s structure and components
should be able to be expanded to encompass other values, new
mitigation strategies, and other goals.
I had initially conceptualized the tool as supporting fairness
in ML, but during later investigations, filters for search and exploration emerged as a way of supporting particularization while
surfacing relevant mitigation strategies. Filters also allow the tool
to easily scale to support multiple values in ML design without
compromising usability and even include papers describing different conceptions of those values. Therefore, I expanded the scope
of the tool to include privacy, accountability, and other values, and
did not write working conceptualizations of supported values, preferring instead for engineers to build those conceptions as they
particularize based on relevant expert opinions surfaced in their
search. Another benefit of this feature is flexibility as definitions of
values evolve [38] and technology and society change to generate
or recognize new harms, like polarization in social media [17] and
demographic representativeness in portrayals of occupations [23].

4.2

Empirical Results

Participants sought out high-level information sources– like blogs,
videos, and Wikipedia articles– along with academic articles and
code. They wanted to know how candidate interventions functioned
and how they fit with the problem at hand. Participants discussed
seven aspects of fit, five of which are supported in the final design.
The following sections provide detail on the sources and types
of information participants sought, their reasoning, how the information they found contributed to particularization. It also identifies
the aspects of fit participants were interested in and explains how I
selected which to support.
4.2.1 Information seeking: sources and types. Participants relied on
secondary sources, like blog posts, videos, and Wikipedia articles,
for general guidance and primary sources, like code and academic
articles, for detailed understanding when seeking information about
ways to mitigate fairness threats in facial recognition.
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High-level sources Participants used blog posts, videos, Wikipedia,
and similar summaries of techniques, problems, and interventions.
They tended to use these either as a primer to understand how a
technology works or to refer them to more specific resources.
While particularizing with an existing tool, P23 explains:
“The first thing I look for is like a brief intro. . . demonstration or what a brief introduction on what each
algorithm can do, and in which situations it can be
helpful. So that’s the first thing, the most practical
thing. And I see now that there’s some videos here,
I’ll probably look into this as well. But my first big
reaction is to get as much information, practical information as I can. . . What do they do? And then how do
they work? and then have to see the code eventually,
but I will first get the general sense.”
Participants who had less experience with facial recognition
or computer vision in general used several high-level secondary
sources to understand the technology. For example, P8 searched
"how does facial recognition work?" while particularizing without
a draft and found a video on YouTube by the same name. They
scrubbed through, looking for information about how images are
processed. They also searched Google for "face detection" and selected Wikipedia. After building more technical understanding, they
searched Google for "bias in machine learning facial recognition,"
selected a Medium post, then followed a link to "Man is to Programmer as woman is to homemaker? Debiasing word embeddings."
[10]
P19, P8, and P20 used or mentioned Medium.com, and P7, P8, and
P20 mentioned or used towardsdatascience.com as useful sources.
P20 explained their use of blogs to narrow their search for primary
sources:
“So you know, when I’m looking into Towards Data
Science, or Medium or any of these other blogs, I’m
looking for . . . the resources that they are pulling
from so I can go direct to– OK perfect. One click and
I’m already at a potentially good, you know, article,
research paper, etc.” -P20
Primary Sources Participants used two types of primary sources:
code and academic papers.
P8, P15, P16, and P23 mentioned looking at code. While reviewing
a draft, P6 explained how time pressure informed their use of highlevel sources and code:
“If I’m just kind of working on something like leisurely,
I’ll watch the video and see what’s up and maybe read
a little bit about it. But trying like, hey, we’ve got this
arbitrary deadline . . . I’ll get the code working. And
then in the process of getting it working, that’s when
I’ll actually learn, like, everything it’s doing, which is
a little bit easier than reading the whole thing, then
putting it in and trying to get it working on, it saves
a little bit of time.”
I hope that by streamlining the search for mitigations, this tool can
help relieve time pressure and support users thoroughly orienting to
features of their context that may be important to ethical decisionmaking.
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P4, P15, P18, and P20 used or mentioned academic papers or
posters. P1, P4, P5, P6, and P10 discussed academic sources as
credible and useful. Participants who discussed academic papers
often engaged with questions of credibility.
In response to interview questions, P1 said “I tend to trust Google
and all the academic papers that they produce.” They noted that
Google has struggled with ethical issues of their own, but noted
that “there’s a lot of tools that they provide that give you analytics,
in terms of geography, of demographics of people and those sorts of
things.” P5 wondered about the credibility of papers on arxiv, a popular source of pre-prints, white papers, and unreviewed computer
science papers: “would that be high enough quality? . . . sometimes
you want to see what other people are doing, but it’s sort of not up
to par necessarily with [peer-reviewed] publication.”
Participants appeared to trust academic papers, but often relied
on summaries of papers on Medium.com, towardsdatascience.com,
and other sources to ensure the relevance of a paper before downloading it. While reviewing a prototype, P6 indicated a preference
for summarized content: “I kind of get annoyed . . . when I’m looking
stuff up. A lot of the time you have to, to find exactly what you’re
looking for, you have to scroll through a whole paper. Whereas
with how this [early prototype of the mitigation guide] is set up,
you can find what you’re looking for, and then read through the
paper, which is ideally the way you want to do it before you waste
your time reading the whole paper about something."
In response to these findings, tool profiles in the final design
operate like a high-level resource (explaining the purpose, requirements, and operation of each strategy) but also consistently and
clearly link to primary sources, like papers and code.
4.2.2 Information need. Participants were searching for how mitigations work and how they (don’t) fit their problem and its sociotechnical context.
The “How”
Regardless of what sources they sought or terms they used, when
considering a solution, participants wanted to understand how the
mitigation works: what they would need in order to use the mitigation strategy and what, specifically, does it do. The design I landed
on included linking to code, papers, and “other links," which may be
tutorials, videos, and demonstrations as features of the tool profile.
But how could I surface the “how?" While answering questions
about particularization habits, P7 offered the metaphor that inspired
the final design for surfacing this essential information:
“But when it comes to like, time constraints and you
really are trying to extract some useful information
out of it, then I would just like, go to the important
point pointers, like what are the ingredients and what
is the procedure? And so, because that’s the first thing
I would obviously look at as like, ingredients, if if I
have the ingredients only then I can move on to procedure because there’s no point of doing the procedure
and when you come back, like come to the Step five,
you realize that there are no ingredients.” -P7
“Ingredients" and “procedure" became fields in the initial design, and
are now called “requirements for use" and “overview of procedure,"
after my informant encouraged me to specify.
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Fit
Several participants’ search terms included more than one feature
of fit. For example “bias in machine learning facial recognition”
(P20), reflecting the need to filter results by multiple areas of fit– a
ethical issue (bias) and an ML field (facial recognition)– at the same
time.
While looking for a mitigation without a guide, P6 discussed
their use of high-level and specific sources to understand fit: “he’s
attached a video here, so I might just watch that and see how it
works instead of having to read it all, but I usually go to just the
download or just copy and paste all of this [code] right here. . .the
first thing I want to do is get it running and see how it works, what
it does, and what kind of changes I have to make to it to make it
useful for me.”
Although P15 would have preferred to find a mitigation that
was tailored to the facial recognition problem, while particularizing
with an existing tool, they found mitigation built for a different
circumstance “The issue is that if it’s only, say, defined for binary
classification, then it’s not really that relevant unless we can formulate our problem in such a manner,” but they also said “I’d certainly
keep it in the back of my mind.”
These quotes illustrate a pattern: participants wanted to know
how much integration work they had to do– in other words, what
changes would they have to make to the mitigation they found to
make it fit their problem. Generally, participants aimed to find a
mitigation that requires less integration work, rather than more,
however, P6 implied there is always some integration work that
needs to be done, so a the lack of a perfect fit is not a deal-breaker.
The tool I designed supports five areas of fit surfaced in the empirical investigations: objective, development stage, ML technique,
data type (broadly), and ethical concern. The two areas of fit I chose
not to support were application domain and detailed data types (see
"Unsupported Fit" below). Filters allow searchers to find mitigations
that fit all supported dimensions of fit, if they exist, or to broaden
their result set by prioritizing. To further tailor fit, a tool profile
supports adding additional details through tags and notes.
Development Stage Ethical mitigations in ML into three categories, based on whether they intervene in the input, the process, or
the output [28]. Participants rarely included developmental stage
terms (like “training data” or “before training”) in their search
terms, but it was frequently a part of participants’ problem framing:
they considered image augmentation and manipulation techniques
rather than processing or post-processing mitigations.
P18 brought up the need for more exploratory tools while particularizing with an existing tool and, in doing so, revealed an
awareness of the need for developmental stage fit.
“Yeah, I think it’s important to do more detection because this [NeurIPs paper] is more about post-process
bias mitigation. I’m not sure how you could just choose
this out of the box on your data . . . I think this will
definitely require someone to actually know what the
data is."
This comment about post-processing, though, came after seven
minutes of searching through the paper and discussing whether it
actually intervened post-processing, or whether it detected problems post-processing, but actually intervened in training data. This
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motivated me to allow users to filter by intervention point “collecting/cleaning data,” “training my model,” and “post-training” in order
highlight developmental stage as an important problem feature and
help users avoid this confusion.
Objective As P18 mentioned, identifying and measuring the
extent of an ethical concern can offer important information to
guide the selection of a mitigation. Detection tools can also support
an engineer who needs to advocate within their organization for
spending some time or resources to address a problem.
These two objectives, “detect” and “mitigate,” were the focus of
all the options-seeking search and browsing behavior among my
participants. However, two other objectives were represented in
the list of interventions I compiled during the conceptual investigations, and which I thought were important to include: planning
and reporting.
Papers that may help with planning include reviews of interventions in an area (e.g.,[25], papers that disambiguate important
concepts and present formal models (e.g., [26]), warn of unanticipated problems (e.g., [61]), or propose a new high-level approach
(e.g., [42]). Reporting papers generally offer standard documentation that can be used to describe a data set (e.g., [30]) or model (e.g
[46]). Planning and reporting resources may benefit ML engineers,
but engineers may not be aware of their importance, or even their
existence.
ML Field or Technique Many participants included the ML
field in their search queries, cited it as a reason for looking further
into or disqualifying a mitigation strategy, and relied on it when
contrasting the task at hand with their own experience. It also
stands to reason that an engineer seeking a paper about working
with word embeddings need not be presented papers designed to
intervene in facial recognition and vice versa.
However, selecting the options for the filter categories proved
to be more complicated than I expected. Some fields, like Natural
Language Processing, seemed to be fairly well-defined, both in
participants’ discussions and in the literature, but others were not.
Should facial detection and object detection be in the same category,
or separate? Responding to an interview question, P19 contended
with this ambiguity:“For me personally, this is a new domain. A lot
of the machine learning I have experience working with . . . they
usually use biomedical or biology examples . . . still computer vision,
but a different type of image.”
Ultimately, I decided use the list of mitigation strategies I’d already collected to select filter options: if there were more than
two mitigations in a category, I included it. This meant that face
detection and recognition did get a category separate from other
types of computer vision. To ensure that this initial decision doesn’t
limit the usefulness of the tool as technology changes, the final
design uses a filtering system that makes it fairly easy to add new
categories.
Data Types When discussing the potential usefulness of this
tool, participants emphasized data type in their searches and discussions.
While we talked about their workplace, P5 described the most
specific search patterns of any participant: “I would specifically
look up MRI data. I would look up whatever I want to do ‘for MRI
data’ . . . First, by the [part of the body] and then modality." When
discussing a prototype for a search guide, P5 mentioned they’d
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be interested a data type feature, “So maybe sorting by your data
set would be more helpful than by algorithm." When discussing
the tool prototype, they suggested searching by data type to allow
reasoning about causes of bias: “So that would be interesting to
look at too. . . if you can think of like different sorts of data sets and
try and find out where the bias comes from in each.”
Options for the data type filter were derived from the list compiled in the conceptual investigation: text data, image data, tabular
data, and other data. Granular data types can be included in the
tool profile.
Coding Language While particularizing with an existing tool,
P18 mentioned that they prefer finding solutions that are built for
the coding environment or language they work in: “But I work in
MATLAB so I always use something from MATLAB.”
P19 indicated that this is a guiding feature in search: “Specifically
for myself, I work a lot with Python. So [search terms] as simple as
‘Python, open source, ML’ tends to really narrow down the topics
that I’m working with.”
I included a spot in the tool profile to provide coding language,
but did not support it as a filter. Few mitigations in the compiled
list included code; most can be implemented in any coding language. Right now, a coding language filter would cause mostly
blank queries, which may discourage searchers. Therefore, I included a space in the tool profile for “languages supported,” to
ensure that any mitigations that do use code have their languages
represented in the profile; users can use the search function in concert with filters to see whether an intervention for their problem
using their preferred language exists.
Unsupported fit There are two features fit that emerged and
which I did not dedicate a filter or tool profile field to: application
domain (e.g., medical diagnostics) and detailed data types (e.g. MRI
data). In the conceptual investigations, I encountered very few
mitigations in my search that were so narrowly scoped; adding
them would add many filter options or a tool profile field without
much benefit. Adding even one filter (e.g., a search for “data type: XRay” plus “development stage: training”) would be likely to return
zero results. As a compromise, the tool does include a (rudimentary,
for now) search feature, which would allow a user to select the
filters they want and search for application domain, granular data
type, or other features of interest that may appear in the descriptive
fields of the tool profile.
4.2.3 Persuasion. The stated goal of this design project is to help
ML engineers understand ethical problems in their work and select
appropriate mitigations. However, findings from empirical investigations harmonized with the literature, emphasizing the difficulty
ML engineers face gathering support for ethical action in their organziational context [21, 43, 44, 50]. Participants discussed communication barriers that make necessary communication with clients
and decision-makers difficult.
While discussing a draft, P5 talked about the difficulty engineers
face when trying to advocate for ethical issues.
“Even if engineers explain everything right, like have
all the facts, know the theory, try and explain the
theory and the most common like layman terms . . . If
they have an idea you can’t really convince them
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. . . higher up people are like ‘we have a deadline to
meet, we can’t do it.”’
P5 used the Challenger explosion as an example, concluding:
“Engineers just had to do it at that point. It’s like, you’re a cog in
the machine. If you don’t do it, they’re going to find someone else
to do it for you."
While particularizing without a guide, P20 also cited difficulties
communicating with clients and people in their organization. When
explaining why they selected an academic article when looking for
an ethical mitigation, P20 explained:
“This is peer reviewed. . . some of that is important.
Some of it– in the business sense really isn’t: if it
works, it works. I don’t really need to know all the
sources necessarily. But something beyond ‘I’ve done
a Kaggle2 exercise.’ . . .if I need to tell my bosses why
I spent three weeks on something that came up blank,
it’s nice to not say ‘hey, a junior in high school wrote
a Kaggle post on it. I thought it looked great like that.’
That is nice to have kind of some backing as to like,
‘Hey, this is the research that was going off of.’ ”
Although some participants used moral reasoning to legitimate
efforts toward building unbiased algorithms, many were more comfortable with rationalization. Participants emphasized the product
quality or profit impacts of a problem to argue for intervention,
rather than moralization.
Referring to an anecdote about an algorithm that appeared to
be predicting based on differences in where an X-Ray image came
from (a city with high or low prevalence rates) rather than the
important features of the image, P9 said, "Actually, I really like that
one because I think it’s really instructive. It doesn’t have all the
charge about like racial bias, gender bias . . . At least like we can all
agree without getting into the thick of the politics, right? We don’t
want false negatives in Ohio."
Engineers indicated their need to justify their technical choices
and time to clients and managers. They tended to believe that this
communication was better supported by quality and profit legitimations than moral ones. The guide may in part be useful to engineers
by providing credible support and motivating examples when discussing ethical problems and potential solutions with others in
their organizations.
4.2.4 Evaluation. To help evaluate and improve the tool, I reached
out to ML engineers and technology ethics researchers. I invited
evaluators to explore the tool as they might use it in one of two
roles: a user searching for "a specific potential ethical issue" or a
user adding a mitigation strategy. For those testing the tool as a user
seeking an ethical mitigation, I encouraged users to think of a issue
they’ve encountered in their own work and offered some example
ethical issues if they’d prefer, for example “imagine you have a
model that will influence a consequential decision and you want
to make its workings as transparent as possible to the people who
will be using it” and “imagine you are in the middle of developing
a model, and it doesn’t have any sensitive attributes (like race
or gender) in it, but you are worried that it seems to be treating
demographic groups differently anyway. You want to test and see
2 https://www.kaggle.com/
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if there’s something unfair going on.” For those testing the tool as
a user adding a mitigation strategy, asked testers to trying filling
out the submission form for a strategy they are aware of that is not
already represented or for one of a set of examples I offered.
Two engineers and two ethics researchers offered comments.
Four suggestions were implemented based on their feedback:
• Users should see radio buttons (instead of check boxes)
when selecting filters. Radio buttons communicate that
one option can be selected at a time, where check boxes
suggest that users can select more than one. Radio buttons
risk implying that one option should be chosen for every
filter set, which I consider to be limiting: I hope users select
as few filters as are useful to maximize results returned and
to encourage adapting interventions across circumstances.
However, feedback made it clear that confusion generated
by check boxes outweighed this concern.
• Users should be able to see how many results are returned with each search. “Displaying [number of results]
results” at the top of the tool profiles list helps users orient
themselves and understand how many options they have. It
also may help people assess the landscape of options and or
search for gaps.
• Users should be able to see which filters are active when
filter sets are collapsed. The “Active filters” box was added
so that users can see which filters are acting on the result
set.
• Users should be able to clear all filters with one click.
Users can now select “clear all filters."
Known Issues One of the technology ethics researchers who
reviewed the tool pointed me to an article urging AI ethicists to
consider the cultural and regional context when designing guidelines for AI. Before implementing this, we need to carefully consider
whether the regions or countries of the publication, author(s) origin,
or author(s) institutions should be considered; how to deal with
multi-authored papers; and how to present and enable useful search
for this information. I will seek more feedback and consider the
above questions further before implementing this feature.
For now, search is rudimentary: if you enter a single word as a
search term, exact matches will be returned (e.g., “race” will return
results with “race” in them, but not “racial” or “ethnic.”) This is the
most pressing issue and was noticed by evaluators: users are accustomed to very responsive search features. However, they are costly.
I welcome contributions through github to improve the search feature, otherwise, the search feature will headline applications for
grants to fund improvements.

4.3

Future Development

A technology ethics researcher noted the potential for the tool
to be adapted to support group work. I can imagine the interface
allowing participants to bookmark and share tool profiles with
one another or to collaborate on project-specific lists. I am excited
about the prospect of expanding or tailoring the ML ethics tool to
support group work and believe that further research is needed to
understand how to support teams as they particularize and judge.
New interventions for ethical machine learning are released
often. I am aware of several additional interventions that need to be
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added, and I am sure there are more, especially if academic papers
are not published about them or if they are published in venues I am
not aware of. I am eager to welcome others interested in machine
learning ethics, builders of tools, and students to help expand the
list of included tools. Any user can submit a tool profile through
the “Contribute New Strategy” feature, where the profile draft will
go to an administrator (me, for now) for approval to ensure quality.
Finally, ML engineers do not the only relatively high-power
actors in this circumstance, and their actions are constrained by
decisions made by their managers, product designers, clients, executives, and others. I encourage folks to consider designing up
to intervene in the recognition, particularization, and judgment of
other high-power actors in this system.

5

CONCLUSION

This project won’t solve ML bias.
First, ML engineers are not causing bias. The training data they
are using to build their models reflect the faults of the sociotechnical systems that generated them. ML development represents a
good opportunity to intervene because it is somewhat upstream.
Addressing bias in ML systems to assess risk for parole won’t fix
the diffuse upstream sources of bias in legislation, law enforcement,
courts, prisons, employment, health care, housing and more, but it
can prevent those various bias types from being propagated and
reified by yet another system: a particularly impactful, opaque, and
difficult to change one. In order to pursue justice effectively, society
must identify and address the diffuse upstream sources of bias.
Fortunately, addressing bias in the design ML systems does not
hinder the effort to attack bias at the source, nor will success at
a better, larger justice movement render this one a waste. Just
like studying up, designing up is a “yes, and” project: in order to
catch and address ethical problems in a complex and dynamic social
system, we need actors all along a design pipeline to be engaged. We
can and should design plug-ins for users that block cookies; recruit
managers, engineers, and educators who are committed to aligned
technology; elect regulators who understand the technology and are
interested in disrupting harms; encourage companies who invest
in potentially harmful technology to protect human values; and to
rigorously research the data ecosystem that fuels ML technology.
We should also encourage decision-makers to consider the option
not to build the system at all [4, 7].
So we won’t solve bias with a field guide. What did this project
accomplish? We now have a search tool for ML ethics strategies.
Anyone can add to it, and using its open source code, anyone can
expand, tailor, or re-purpose it. It can be used in education to raise
awareness of the sources and types of ethical problems in ML: I
imagine teachers assigning students to create a tool profile as a
way to engage students with the technical workings of innovative
ethical mitigations as well as a way to keep the tool up to date.
Firms can use the tool in training, at once introducing trainees to a
tool that can help them avoid ethical breeches and signaling to new
hires the importance of ethical awareness in their work. It being
open source will allow firms to customize it to fit their context;
used this way, it could offer organizational infrastructure for ethical
design [44] Researchers can use it to publicize their interventions
and to identify gaps in existing ones.
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This project also uncovered some features of ML Engineers’
views and particularization habits that can serve researchers and
designers and demonstrated that ethical sensitivity can be used as
a framework to support design.
Most participants were fluent in moral evaluation as a legitimation, but sometimes hesitated to use it. Those who want to discuss
ethical concerns with machine learning engineers may benefit from
preferring a quality framing to discuss concerns, rather than a
moral one. Another way of interpreting this finding is as call to
promote moral discussions as part of engineers’ education and job
tasks. We found that ML engineers are often most interested in
the “how” of an intervention. Marking this information clearly or
surfacing it in an interface will make it easier for ML engineers to
adopt an intervention. Further, if a person hoping to intervene in
the development practices of ML engineers wants an ML engineer
to see something, they may consider placing it somewhere in the
path to “how,” for example in code or tutorials
Finally, findings from this design project have implications for
the product managers and executives that oversee ML development.
Engineers must be be empowered to bring up potential ethical
issues. Managers should work to convince engineers that they
will not be replaced or punished if they express ethical concerns,
but rather that their technical knowledge and ethical perceptions
are valued. Give them resources about, training for, and time to
implement ethical mitigations. Firms are welcome and encouraged
to use the ML ethics tool designed here, or fork the project and
develop one tailored to their firm or domain. ML engineers are
uniquely positioned to notice, understand, and prevent potential
downstream harms from the technology they build. Let them.
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